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University Libraries is undergoing significant 
transformations as we adjust to the current 
renovations in both Cook and McCain Libraries 
and undergo major shifts in how we manage 
our collections and services amid a worldwide 
pandemic. These challenges have required our 
best minds to come up with how we maximize our 
potential and minimize our liabilities as we modify 
how we serve the information needs of our campus 
community. Our operational effectiveness continues 
to improve as we leverage technology and the 
strengths of our faculty and staff.
Student study spaces have dramatically improved in 
Cook Library as we advance through the renovation 
process. New areas with updated finishes create 
more inviting and comfortable spaces for students 
to work productively. Research librarians are more 
accessible to assist students with their assignments, 
and interlibrary loan has been integrated with the 
circulation desk to make it easier for students and 
faculty to use. While there is much more to be done, 
the dramatic progress is a good indication that, 
upon completion, the renovation will bring students 
and faculty greater opportunities to find and use 
information more effectively.
The McCain Library and Archives exterior 
improvements have been completed and work is 
underway to increase interior space for Special 
Collections. Additional compact shelving and 
facilities for preservation will provide an improved 
way for materials to be organized and protected.  
On the Gulf Coast, Gunter and Gulf Coast Libraries 
are reaching out to their constituents and 
collaborating in ways that bring out the best of 
our ability to support teaching and research. We 
are working together to expand the potential of 
our students and support their progress toward a 
fulfilling career and life’s work.
In addition to making our physical spaces more 
functional, we have improved our support of virtual 
users with better software to help students find and 
use information efficiently. Students can get help 
online through one-on-one consultations or find 
guides that will show them how to use a new tool or 
resource. Our website is a portal that can serve all 
students, whether they are on- or off-campus, so no 
matter where they are, help is just a click away.
Our society is information-based more than ever 
before, and it is critical students have access to 
library spaces, collections and services to support 
their academic progress. University Libraries 
offers safe, functional spaces, both physical 
and virtual, that compliment and support our 
students on all campuses or wherever they are. 
The skills they develop as they learn how to access 
reliable information will serve them for a lifetime. I 
encourage you to investigate our website, or visit 
our libraries, and see how we provide access to 
knowledge that is critical to advancing our students 
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JOSEPH ANDERSON COOK LIBRARY
The Joseph Anderson Cook Library contains the principal holdings of books, journals, microforms, music, 
media and other materials, which support the research and instructional programs of the University. 
Cook Library has five floors of book stacks, study areas and computers, and access is provided to over five 
million books and microforms and over 150,000 journals. Library services, such as circulation, reference 
and interlibrary loan, can be found on the first floor with the collections being housed on all five floors. 
SPECIAL COLLECTIONS
Special Collections offer a variety of historical resources ranging from 15th-century illuminated 
manuscripts to Civil War letters, civil rights documents and current Mississippiana. The University of 
Southern Mississippi’s Special Collections are located in the William David McCain Library, built in 1976. 
Four units comprise Special Collections: University Archives, Rare Books and Mississippiana, Historical 
Manuscripts and the de Grummond Children’s Literature Collection. Research services are directed from 
the Cleanth Brooks Reading Room and are available to the public and University community. Materials 
are discoverable through the online catalog and additional descriptive finding aids. 
GULF COAST LIBRARY
The Gulf Coast Library, located on the Gulf Park campus in Long Beach, has print and non-print materials 
that support the research and curriculum needs of the students, faculty and staff. All of the University 
Libraries’ electronic holdings are accessible to the students on the Gulf Coast, and materials are available 
for campus-to-campus loan. The Gulf Coast Library includes 37,000 volumes of curriculum resource 
materials and provides study space and access to computers throughout all three floors of the facility. 
GUNTER LIBRARY
The Gunter Library, located in the Richard L. Caylor Building at the Gulf Coast Research Laboratory 
(GCRL) in Ocean Springs, provides technical information for the research staff, resident faculty and 
students. A collection of 1,663 print journals and over 30,000 books, reprints, reports and gray literature; 
environmental impact statements; fishery management plans, and other materials supporting the 
research and teaching done by the Division of Coastal Sciences and GCRL scientific staff are available to 
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During this time, it was a priority that faculty, staff 
and students stay informed as library services were 
made available virtually. A webpage was created to 
serve as a central location for all information as it 
was made available and provided a foundation for 
all communications. With face-to-face and on-site 
communication methods no longer an option, the 
focus shifted to utilizing social media as the primary 
medium for delivering information and engaging 
students, faculty and staff. 
Public Services librarians created online learning 
guides for faculty and staff to provide additional 
support to those experiencing online learning 
for the first time. Research librarians continued 
consultations through the Ask-a-Librarian service, 
which provides one-on-one assistance from a 
librarian through chat, email or virtual consultations. 
Library instruction continued through a virtual 
format upon request from faculty. 
Technical Services organized opportunities for staff 
to address various catalog project work. Projects 
stemmed from the migration of an integrated library 
system to a library services platform and included 
pre-migration and post-migration cleanup, creation 
of procedures for ongoing processes and newly 
identified projects. This work helps provide more 
accurate access to our users and researchers abroad.
Some of the remote work in Digital Collections, as 
well as Special Collections, focused on transcribing 
digitized material with text that cannot be 
recognized by a computer, such as handwritten 
items and materials containing unusual or archaic 
fonts. Material selected for transcriptions included 
Civil War letters, cookbooks, Aesop’s Fables and other 
fairy tales, turn-of-the-20th century biennial reports 
of Mississippi state agencies, de Grummond books, a 
WWII newspaper out of Camp Shelby, Southern Miss 
yearbooks and Kate Greenaway papers.
During the spring 2020 semester, the COVID-19 pandemic significantly affected 
The University of Southern Mississippi, resulting in the University moving to remote 
operations and students completing the spring and summer semesters through online 
course instruction. Although the Libraries’ physical buildings were closed, faculty and 
staff worked to ensure as many of the Libraries’ services as possible would be accessible 
virtually. Libraries’ faculty and staff also transitioned to working from home, continuing 
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COOK LIBRARY
Cook Library is receiving its most significant renovation 
since the five-story addition was constructed on 
the north end of the building in the mid-1990s. This 
renovation project, which began in June 2019, provides 
updates to the first and second floors, improvements to 
Libraries’ spaces, and new student-centered services 
into a highly visited, central location on campus.  
Renovations in the public areas throughout the first 
and second floors are nearing completion. The lobby 
and Learning Commons received extensive updates, 
including new office spaces for research librarians 
and staff in Public Services, new flooring and updated 
paint. Interlibrary Loan was relocated from the second 
floor to the first floor and is now part of the refurbished 
Access Services desk. A new open seating area was 
created in the northwest corner of the building, near 
Starbucks, to provide a space for collaborative study. 
The iTech Help Desk and Technology Support Services 
offices were remodeled for improved use in their 
current space. 
Still to come are updates to other areas of the first and 
second floors, including Technical Services and Library 
Technology. These areas will receive new flooring and 
paint, as well as construction of new offices within the 
existing footprint. The three elevators will be replaced 
one at a time throughout multiple sequences of work. 
In March, the University Advisement Center opened 
in its newly renovated, permanent location on the 
second floor in Cook Library. The Center for Student 
Success, Trio - Student Support Services Program, 
Math Center and the Bower Academic Center will be 
housed on the first and second floors in Cook Library 
once the renovations are complete. The overall project 
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As repairs to the exterior of McCain Library and Archives, 
home of University Libraries’ Special Collections, entered 
their final stages, interior improvements were beginning. 
The extensive exterior project included the replacement 
of water vapor barriers, the installation of new and 
improved French and patio drains, installation of new brick 
pavers, as well as painting the exterior of the building. 
Renovations to the interior of the first floor began in 
February. A cool storage area with a separate air handler 
and additional installation will be added to more properly 
house the archive’s negatives. Included in this project is an 
upgrade to Special Collections’ preservation space, with 
the addition of running water and increased workspace. 
Much-needed compact shelving will be added to 
accommodate growth of Special Collections’ holdings. 
These repairs will ensure the integrity and safety of the 





Library Technology oversees all technological systems and solutions 
throughout the Libraries. Ranging from the website to the catalog, 
technology is integrated into every job and every department, and 
technology staff implement and troubleshoot these aspects, serving 
every member of University Libraries and its patrons. 
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LIBRARY SERVICES PLATFORM
No system is more integral to the functionality of the Libraries 
than the centralized library services platform (LSP), Alma. Gidget 
Coffman, University Libraries’ LSP manager, oversaw the migration 
to Alma in 2019. Implementing hundreds of custom configurations 
and integrations with other products, results included new 
configurations for automatic and queue printing to facilitate faster 
turnaround times for requests, new configurations using security 
assertion markup language (SAML) authentication to allow  
users to sign in with their existing University credentials instead 
of having to create another login to then manage, and a new work 
order system to help circulation and Technical Services track 
issues and solutions, providing a central management system  
for troubleshooting. 
Additional projects in 2019-20 included the reorganization of 
acquisitions’ workflows, training staff, setting up electronic 
resources, and creating automatic reports and analytics for staff 
users throughout the year. Multiple integrations, most notably 
between Alma and the campus-level management system, 
PeopleSoft, were completed, and the Libraries’ complete holdings 
with Online Computer Library Center’s (OCLC) WorldShare were 
synchronized, making all of the University’s materials discoverable 
around the world through WorldCat. As a result, the Libraries are 
able to run smoother and better connected than ever before.
DIGITAL COLLECTIONS 
Digital Collections digitizes, provides access and digitally 
preserves primary resources owned by the University. Digital 
Collections include items from Special Collections, the Center for 
Oral History and Cultural Heritage, and the University’s Gallery 
of Art and Design permanent collection. Additionally, digital 
preservation services are provided for these and other entities 
across campus. Several grant projects led to Digital Collections 
digitizing Special Collections’ cookbook collection, assisting the 
Mississippi Digital Library with digitizing Gulf Coast materials, and 
collaborating on Dr. Susannah Ural’s Civil War and Reconstruction 
Governors of Mississippi (cwrgm.org) project with the Mississippi 
Department of Archives and History. 
While working remotely during COVID-19, Digital Collections 
was able to distribute transcription projects to multiple people, 
including those from other departments. The completed 
transcripts are used to facilitate full-text searching, as well as 
increase accessibility. Search engines can use these transcripts 
to index the full text, allowing discoverability of documents that 
might otherwise be hidden. The transcripts also expand keyword 
searches to search all text within a document, helping patrons 
find exactly what they are looking for. Lastly, and perhaps most 
importantly, screen readers can use these transcripts to help those 
with visual impairments read historical documents. 
MISSISSIPPI DIGITAL LIBRARY
The Mississippi Digital Library (MDL) is the 
collaborative digital library for the state 
of Mississippi. Over the past year, MDL 
increased its membership to over 50 partner 
institutions across the state. MDL is proud 
to be the host and gateway to so much 
Mississippi history and culture. 
In 2019, MDL completed a large-scale 
digitization project on behalf of the 
Mississippi Federation Women’s Clubs, 
the 2019 awardee of the Cultural Heritage 
Digitization Award (CHDA). In early February, 
the Singing River Genealogy and Local 
History Library in Pascagoula, Mississippi, 
was announced as the 2020 CHDA awardee. 
Additionally, MDL received an extension on 
a grant from the Knight Foundation and the 
Digital Public Library of America (DPLA) to 
fund digitization projects along Mississippi’s 
Gulf Coast. While COVID-19 reduced the 
amount MDL could travel, staff continued 
to work, adding to the collections and 
supporting partner institutions.
25,743 




total hours on the site from 
users from 113 countries
DIGITAL COLLECTIONS
27,654 




total hours on the site from 
users from 178 countries
MISSISSIPPI DIGITAL LIBRARY
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UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES HOSTS OPEN ACCESS EVENTS 
In October 2019, University Libraries celebrated Open Access Month, which takes its inspiration from the 
international Open Access Week held at the end of October each year. This year’s open access events focused on 
the economics of scholarly publishing and the role of open access in changing the existing publishing models. 
The first session offered an overview of some of the new trends in academic publishing. In particular, the 
session examined how many universities have moved away from “Big Deal” agreements, large bundles of 
journal subscriptions offered by many major publishers, because the costs of these agreements are becoming 
unsustainable given annual price increases and shrinking library budgets. The presentation then turned to 
other new developments, such as Plan S, a European funder-led initiative requiring grant-funded scholarship 
to be published open access, and transformative agreements, in which institutions pay a single fee to access a 
publisher’s subscription titles and to cover author fees for any faculty who publish open access in one of that 
publisher’s journals. 
The Libraries hosted a screening of the documentary Paywall: The Business of Scholarship, for the second 
session. According to the film’s creators, Paywall “focuses on the need for open access to research and science.” 
It also addresses the economics of the system, including the incredibly high profit margins of some of the largest 
publishers. The film includes interviews with over 50 prominent faculty, publishers, librarians and activists about 
the economics and challenges of the existing system. 
The final session featured a panel discussion of the Paywall documentary. Panelists discussed their reaction 
to the film, addressed how some of the film’s concepts were relevant to issues faced at Southern Miss, and 
answered questions from audience members and other attendees from the screening.
Panelists included:
Dr. Steven R. Moser, Provost and Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs
Dr. Trent Gould, Dean, College of Education and Human Sciences
Dr. Chris Winstead, Dean, College of Arts and Sciences
Dr. Doug Masterson, Associate Provost, Institutional Effectiveness
Dr. Sam Bruton, Director, Office of Research Integrity and University Research Integrity Officer
Dr. Teresa Welsh, Director, School of Library and Information Science
Dr. John Eye, Dean, University Libraries
SOUTHERN MISS INSTITUTIONAL REPOSITORY CONFERENCE
The Southern Miss Institutional Repository Conference (SMIRC) is an opportunity for institutional repository 
(IR) managers to come together and learn about new ideas and strategies that their colleagues are using at 
their institutions to meet the needs of their faculty, staff and students. It is also a chance for institutions that do 
not currently have an IR to discover the benefits that an IR can offer in terms of promoting the scholarship and 
research of their universities.
SMIRC consists of speakers, panel discussions and workshops that address topics ranging from the basics of IRs 
to new ideas for longtime IR managers. The presentations also include speakers who use a variety of different IR 
platforms, thus allowing attendees to compare the different options that are available to them.
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the conference transitioned to a virtual format in 2020. Over 200 individuals 
from around the United States attended the conference held on April 23 and 24. Holly Mercer, senior associate 
dean at the University of Tennessee Knoxville Libraries, delivered the keynote address. The conference also 
featured a panel discussion with faculty, librarians and vendors, and a series of concurrent sessions led by 
librarians across the country. 
UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES ANNOUNCED 2019 
OPEN TEXTBOOK INITIATIVE RECIPIENTS
University Libraries, in partnership with the Office of the 
Provost, announced the faculty members selected for 
the 2019 Open Textbook Initiative. The Open Textbook 
Initiative is a program to support faculty in replacing 
traditional commercial textbooks with academically 
equivalent alternatives that are available at no cost 
to students. The completed open textbooks will be 
implemented in the classroom beginning in the fall  
2020 semester. 
The following faculty were selected to develop open 
educational resources for the following courses:
• Dr. Danny Beard, School of Music: MUS 120
• Dr. Sam Bruton, School of Humanities: PHI 171
• Dr. Jennifer Courts, School of Performing and
Visual Arts: ART 332/334
• Dr. Damon Franke, School of Humanities: ENG 203
• Dr. Pamela Rollins, School of Child and Family
Sciences: FAM 602
• Dr. Jeremy Scott, School of Mathematics and
Natural Sciences: PHY 361/362
• Dr. Susannah Ural, School of Humanities: HIS 463
and HIS 400
Recipients were chosen after completing applications for 
the program during the fall 2019 semester.
AQUILA REACHES 2.5 MILLION DOWNLOADS
Aquila, the University’s institutional repository, reached 
two-and-a-half million downloads. Now in its ninth year, 
Aquila houses research and scholarship created by Southern 
Miss faculty, staff and students, and most of its content is 
open access, making it freely available to researchers. 
Aquila began as a joint venture between University Libraries, 
the Office of the Vice President for Research and the Office 
of the Provost and was originally conceived as a means of 
preserving and displaying faculty publications. As Aquila 
grew and its capabilities became more familiar, it became the 
repository for student works, event recordings, committee 
minutes and resolutions, and a publishing platform for 
academic journals. 
From July 2019 to June 2020 
Aquila had 814,896
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CATALOGING 
University Libraries’ cataloging unit is responsible for processing and cataloging each new item that comes 
into the Libraries. Faculty and staff catalog a variety of information resources for University Libraries and the 
collections, which serve the University, community members and outside researchers. Every book on the shelf, 
curriculum kit, musical score and special collection is discoverable in Seymour Info, to the credit of the faculty 
and staff in cataloging. 
In 2019-20, the cataloging unit completed the Anderson Orr project, a three-year project consisting of Orr’s 
donation of over 2,500 cookbooks to Special Collections, and a multi-year oral history print transcript project. 
The unit also welcomed a new cataloger, Deborah Thomas, and trained several practicum students who will go 
on to careers as catalog librarians. 
As with many areas in the library, new workflows were created for the new library service platform, Alma. 
While Alma has changed the department’s day-to-day, productivity is increasing, and faculty and staff are 
more than prepared to continue that trend. 
IN 2019-20 WE...
+ Completed the three-year Anderson Orr project
+ Finished a multi-year history print transcript project
+ Welcomed a new cataloger and trained future catalog librarians
+ Created new workflows for Alma, our new library services platform
TECHNICAL
SERVICES
Technical Services aims to keep the collections vital and current by 
acquiring and providing optimal access to all types of library materials 
in a complex and ever-changing environment. Technical Services works 
to maintain the physical and electronic collections, online catalog, link 
resolver, e-resource discovery systems, and numerous finding tools for 
Special and Digital Collections.
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PUBLIC 
SERVICES
Public Services strives to deliver exemplary service as identified in 
University Libraries’ strategic plan. Responsible for providing access, 
instruction and research assistance, Public Services serves as the 
information gateway for Southern Miss. 
UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES PARTNERS WITH 
CENTER FOR STUDENT SUCCESS
University Libraries partnered with the Center for Student 
Success to provide workshops for the Southern Miss Spark 
Sophomore program. Spark is a program designed to 
help students avoid the “sophomore slump” and aims to 
ease the transition from freshman to sophomore to junior 
year by providing helpful workshops and events, as well as 
encouraging students to make the most of their second 
year. In order to participate, sophomore students are 
expected to attend at least one event from each of the four 
event categories, which include leadership, career focus, 
social and academic. At the end of the semester, after 
confirming participation in at least four events, students 
are awarded a $200 textbook stipend to be used on 
textbooks from Barnes and Noble the following semester.
Starting in the summer of 2019, Hali Black, first-year 
experience librarian, collaborated with Lauren Bridges, 
assistant director for transition programs and Spark 
program facilitator, to incorporate University Libraries 
into Spark. After the initial conception, Black and Bridges 
worked to determine which workshop topics would be the 
most applicable and beneficial to second-year students. 
Given that many sophomores often do not visit the 
library for instruction as part of their coursework, Spark 
has provided the opportunity for the Libraries to reach 
these students, who may or may not be aware of library 
resources and services. Additionally, some sophomores are 
early transfer students from surrounding institutions who 
may not have had the opportunity to participate in sessions 
on introduction to academic research and using library 
databases, which are often provided as a part of the First-
Year Writing Program at Southern Miss.
In the fall of 2019, University Libraries provided two Spark 
workshops: Introduction to Library Services and Resources 
taught by Black and Introduction to Citation Management 
taught by Kathryn New, arts and humanities librarian. 
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LIBRARY WORKSHOPS
The true measure of student success is how well students are prepared to accomplish their current and future 
academic, personal and professional goals through the development of knowledge. Each semester, librarians at 
Cook, Gulf Coast and Gunter Libraries offer workshops on a variety of topics that focus on resources, programs and 
opportunities that highlight strategies and resources to help students set and achieve their academic goals. 
During the fall semester, librarians lead workshops on the basics of APA, MLA, Chicago and Turabian citation styles. 
Additional workshops offered ranged from citation management tools, how to create a professional curriculum vitae, 
how to locate the best library database for particular research, and how to find and evaluate sources for academic work. 
The Libraries offered a series of workshops on topics that focused on student success. Pathways to Student Success 
featured strategies and career resources to help students select a major that matched their educational and career 
goals and how to manage their educational itineraries, become involved on campus, and ways to connect. End of 
the Semester Motivation provided tools to maintain motivation and inspiration during the semester’s midterm and 
included techniques for preventing procrastination and school-related stress. 
In addition to course-integrated instruction, the Libraries offer a variety of research and instructional services to assist 
students and faculty. Subject specialist librarians offer general and assignment-based instruction sessions that teach 
information literacy skills, such as how to identify, locate and evaluate library resources. 
In-person workshops for the spring semester were canceled due to COVID-19, but versions of the citation 







EXPANDING THE LIBRARY: LIBRARY RESOURCES  
AVAILABLE THROUGH CANVAS
Canvas is the learning management system (LMS) used in each class to house the 
syllabus, assignments and other relevant course information, such as readings and 
announcements. In an effort to expand library resources and reach more students, 
University Libraries integrated its LibGuides into Canvas.  
A LibGuide, also known as a research guide or subject guide, is a research tool 
created by librarians to help students, faculty and other researchers with their 
scholarly pursuits. The guides created at Southern Miss are geared toward the 
different areas of study and provide information ranging from how to find books 
within the library to how to search the databases for scholarly articles.  
The original idea for this project came when Kathryn New, arts and humanities 
librarian, observed a presentation at the Association of College and Research 
Libraries (ACRL) conference held in April 2019. Marymount University in Arlington, 
Virginia, presented on the benefits of their own integration of LibGuides into 
Canvas. To bring this project to Southern Miss, New worked with the Office of 
Online Learning and the University’s Canvas administrator to get the necessary 
tools installed within Canvas, along with acquiring a list of courses taught at 
Southern Miss. 
The goal of this project was to increase access to and usage of library resources by 
increasing usage of the LibGuides, databases, journals and other resources, and by 
also increasing interactions between the teaching faculty and the library through 
collection development, requests for instruction, and assistance with their own 
research. The project quickly began to show positive results. In August 2018, the 
total views of the LibGuides was approximately 2,100, and in August of 2019, the 
total views of the LibGuides was approximately 7,100.  
SCIENCE CAFÉ PROGRAM
Jamie Stanfield, science, nursing and health librarian at the Gulf Coast Library, collaborates with public libraries across 
the Gulf Coast to organize the Science Café on the Coast program. An outreach tool, Science Café offers workshops, 
presentations and hands-on experiences to the local community. 
Science Café on the Coast is hosted by libraries along the coast each month, with two being hosted by the Gulf Coast 
Library. Stanfield worked closely with Janessa Ullendorf, circulation and media specialist at the Gulf Coast Library, to 
plan and facilitate Science: The Hidden Paranormal Tool and Mississippi Sharkology: Taking a Bite Out of the Myth.
Gunter Library at the Gulf Coast Research Laboratory continued its successful Science Café Series with six events 
averaging over 40 in attendance and is sponsored by the Mississippi-Alabama Sea Grant Consortium. Joyce Shaw, head 
librarian at Gunter Library, has hosted the successful Science Café program since August 2011.  
2019-20 GCRL SCIENCE CAFÉ PROGRAMS
+ Five Feet High and Rising
+ Pursuing a Dream: Protecting Mississippi’s
Natural Resources, a Portrayal of Fannye A. Cook
+ Bees and Beekeeping
+ Mississippi Coast Frogs
+ Giant Internal Waves
+ A Survey of Coastal Fishery Resources in Mississippi
GULF COAST LIBRARY HOSTS ENGAGEMENT EVENTS
In an effort to engage the campus and local communities, the Gulf Coast Library hosted a series of events in the fall 
and spring semesters. Events ranged from art exhibits and receptions to a number of events geared toward increasing 
student relationships. 
Games, Graphic Novels, Grub
A networking opportunity for students to connect in a relaxed setting over 
video games and refreshments
Cookies and Coffee
Provided an opportunity for students to meet librarians and explore available 
resources, such as private consultations with a librarian, 3D printer services 
and the Foundation Center
Blind Date with a Banned Book
In observation of Banned Books Week, patrons were able to check out books 
wrapped in brown paper with the only defining characteristics being the 
reasons it was challenged and/or banned indicated on the cover.
Thursday, March 7
5 p.m.
Osher Lifelong Learning Institute 
Peck House at 3601 Pearl Street
Shropshire, who portrays Cook, will be joined by Marion Barnwell and Libby Hartfield, co-editors of the book Fannye Cook: Mississippi’s Pioneering Conservationist, for the presentation and book-signing.
Pursuing a Dream
Protecting Mississippi ,s 
Natural Resources, 
A Portrayal of Fannye A. Cook
Presented by Dr. Cathy Shropshire
For more information, contact 
Ellen Ruffin at 601.266.6543 or Ellen.Ruffin@usm.edu or Michele Frasier-Robinson at 601.266.6168 
or Susan.Frasierrobinson@usm.edu.
hosted by university libraries
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PURSUING A DREAM: PROTECTING MISSISSIPPI’S NATURAL RESOURCES,  
A PORTRAYAL OF FANNYE A. COOK
Marion Barnwell and Libby Hartfield, co-editors of the book, Fannye Cook: 
Mississippi’s Pioneering Conservationist, joined Dr. Cathy Shropshire, who 
portrayed Cook, for a presentation and book signing on September 23 at the 
Gulf Coast Library. 
Shropshire, a wildlife biologist, retired from the Mississippi Department of 
Wildlife, Fisheries and Parks in 2001 after working 26 years in the Game Division 
and at the Mississippi Museum of Natural Science. She learned of Cook’s work 
and enormous contributions to conservation in Mississippi while at the Museum 
of Natural Science. Shropshire offers a glimpse into Cook’s remarkable life in her 
half-hour, biographical portrayal.
Dorothy Shawhan, an instructor at Delta State University, authored the book, 
Fannye Cook: Mississippi’s Pioneering Conservationist, but when Shawhan 
unexpectedly passed away in 2014 during the second editing, Marion Barnwell 
and Libby Hartfield stepped in as co-editors and completed the project.
GULF COAST LIBRARY ARTIST 
EXHIBITS AND RECEPTIONS
In summer of 2019, Jamie Stanfield, science, health and 
nursing librarian, assumed the role of chair of the Gulf 
Coast Library Art Exhibit and Display Committee. Stanfield 
and fellow committee members planned and presented 
several exhibits and receptions and saw great success with 
over 100 visitors. Committee members include co-chair 
Justin Easterday, Allisa Beck, Cameron Faulk, Barbara 
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191 to 4,012 students
45 to 676 students
+ Art on Fire by Christi Tinker and Adrian Ladner
+ Mississippi Potpourri by Susan Hopkins West
+ A Posh Vertical Picnic: Serving Up Ink Drawings 
on Paper Plates by Tracy Williams 
+ Mountain Heart, Jewelry by Vicki Waite Broussard
+ Art in Glass, Glass Artwork by Alicia Hendricks
+ Flurries, Abstract Paintings by Dave Jones
2019-20 EXHIBITS
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SIGNIFICANT HISTORICAL MANUSCRIPTS ACCESSIONS
SPECIAL 
COLLECTIONS
Much of the prominence and importance of University Libraries as a 
learning and research environment is derived from its Special Collections. 
The collections held in the McCain Library and Archives include Historical 
Manuscripts, University Archives, Rare Books, Mississippiana, and the de 
Grummond Children’s Literature Collections. The collections offer a variety 
of historical resources ranging from 15th century illuminated manuscripts, 
Civil War correspondence and civil rights documents, to artist illustrations 
and authors’ manuscripts of children’s books, to literary works of 
Mississippians and publications reflecting the cultural, commercial and 
political history of Mississippi.
LIONEL DYCK  JR. 103D  
MILITARY COLLECTION
This collection chronicles Lionel Dyck Jr.’s service as 
corporal in the 328th Medical Battalion of the 103d 
Infantry Division during World War II. It includes his 
military papers, correspondence, a scrapbook of photos 
taken primarily in Nance, U.S. Army publications, patches, 
medals and uniforms, as well as Nazi paraphernalia 
brought back from Europe. Correspondence includes a 
detailed account of his war experience.
DR. JOHN D.W. GUICE PAPERS
Mississippi native and University of Southern 
Mississippi (USM) faculty member, Dr. Guice taught 
courses in American history and served as director 
of its American Studies program. His research 
expertise included the history of Mississippi and the 
Old Southwest. In 2011, Dr. Guice was awarded the 
Mississippi Historical Society’s Dunbar Rowland Award 
for his lifelong contributions to the preservation, study 
and interpretation of Mississippi history. This accrual 
includes documentation of his tenure at USM, 1969-
2000, research conducted on James Copeland, Lewis 
and Clark, and the Natchez State Park; and research for 
his publication, Forrest County General Hospital (1952-
2002): The Evolution of a Regional Medical Center, A 
Prophecy Fulfilled (2002). 
Left to right, top to bottom: 
Lionel Dyck Jr. 103D Military 
Collection, Dr. John D. W. 
Guice Papers, John R. Murray 
World War II Papers, Armin 
D. Lehman Collection
ARMIN D. LEHMANN COLLECTION
Armin D. Lehmann, known for the documentary, 
Eyewitness to History, was a Hitler youth assigned to 
the bunker in Berlin as a messenger at the time of 
Hitler’s suicide. He later became a peace activist. The 
collection, donated in memory of Lehmann, contains 
material on Germany during Third Reich and consists of 
150 “Feldposts,” letters from German soldiers, pre- and 
post-WWII postcards, Nazi propaganda publications, 
photographs and albums, and sample Nazi documents, 
including Police Registration, “Workforce” appeal, 
travel requests and personal surveys. 
JOHN R. MURRAY WORLD WAR II PAPERS
This digital collection contains letters and photos 
of John R. Murray, who served in the 441st 
Counterintelligence Corps during WWII. Prior to his 
service in Guam, the Philippines and occupied Japan, 
he trained at Camp McCain in Grenada County, 
Mississippi, and Fort Belvoir in Virginia. The papers 
include in excess of 170 letters and postcards that 
span from February 1943 through November 1945 and 
150 photos from his time in the Pacific. Additionally, 
it includes issues of The Detonator: Timely News of 
the Engineers from April and May 1943; 87th Division; 
ACORN from April and September 1943; and Life at 
Camp McCain. 
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DAVID C. BERRY JR. PAPERS 
As an instructor at The University of Southern 
Mississippi, Berry was held in high esteem by both 
colleagues and students. He was the recipient of 
three Excellence in Teaching awards, and he was also 
a Charles W. Moorman Distinguished Professor in the 
Humanities. Following his retirement, Berry moved to 
Oxford, Mississippi.
The David C. Berry Jr. Papers include the 
correspondence, drafted writings and publications of 
USM professor and poet David C. Berry. This collection 
would be of particular interest to researchers 
focusing on the writing process or studying university 
professorships and family life in the late 20th and early 
21st centuries. Topics in Berry’s poetry include the 
Vietnam War, marriage, divorce and religion.
ROBERT K. DANIEL MUSIC COLLECTION 
Born circa 1870, Robert K. Daniel would go on to 
become a concert pianist, teacher and organist. Daniel 
performed the sound effects and accompaniments for 
silent films and was also a featured attraction in large 
movie houses throughout the South. 
This collection contains a plethora of music 
compositions and lesson books from the Robert K. 
Daniel music library. The music pieces in the collection 
are diverse and range from opera, dances, hymns, 
classics and music from other countries. Many of the 
compositions also contain vibrant illustrations on  
the covers.
When an archive receives a collection of 
papers or a group of records, typically 
the items will have been arranged by 
the originator and boxed for the move 
to the archives in such a way that this 
order has been preserved. Observing 
the level of organization, or imposing 
one where it is lacking, and then 
describing the organized material, is 
what manuscript processors do. 
Special Collections employs staff 
that devote all of their time to the 
processing of collections. Manuscript 
processing rates vary, depending on 
the size of the collection. A single 
item could take an hour, while a large 




This collection consists of 
correspondence, programs, 
photographs and memorabilia from 
a prominent University of Southern 
Mississippi and Demonstration 
School alumnus, former mayor of the city of 
Hattiesburg, two-term president of the Southern Miss 
Alumni Association  and founding president of the 
USM Foundation, Moran Pope. 
Pope also served his community as Hattiesburg city 
attorney, city judge and attorney for Hattiesburg 
Public School District. Among Pope’s many lasting 
contributions to the Hattiesburg area was his service 
on committees for the restoration and renovation of 
downtown Hattiesburg, the Forrest County Chancery 
Court Building, and the Forrest County Courthouse. In 
the early 1980s, Pope chaired a community committee 
to stage the first weeklong “Good Life Down South 
Festival” — known today as HUBFEST.
Left: From the Robert K. Daniel Music Collection
PETER ROGERS COLLECTION
Peter Rogers is a Hattiesburg native and graduate of 
The University of Southern Mississippi who became 
successful in public relations and advertising, 
specializing in fashion and cosmetics. This collection 
includes advertising galleys, magazine articles, 
campaign brochures, DVD and a dust jacket 
concerning Peter Rogers and Peter Rogers Associates. 
Rogers was known for positioning luxury products 
with simple graphics, and many well-known one-
liners, such as “If you don’t look good, we don’t look 
good;” “Danskins are not just for dancing;” “Gray 
Flannel suits any man;” “When your own initials are 
enough” and “What becomes a legend most?” His 
client list included such famous names as Baccarat, 
Bill Blass, Blackglama Mink, Bulgari, Pierre Cardin, 
Danskin, David Webb Fine Jewelry, Echo Scarves, Elle 
Magazine, Geoffrey Beene, Gracious Home, Arnold 
Scaasi, Studio 54 Jeans, Gloria Vanderbilt, Bottega 
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UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES RECEIVES GRANT TO DIGITIZE AND  
TRANSCRIBE MISSISSIPPI COMMUNITY COOKBOOKS
Jennifer Brannock, curator of rare books and Mississippiana, and Dr. Andrew P. Haley, history professor and food 
historian, are recipients of an £8,000 ($10,400) grant from the Arts and Humanities Research Council via the 
University of Sheffield in the United Kingdom. The grant supports the digitization and transcription of Mississippi 
community cookbooks with the final products added to University Libraries’ Digital Collections. 
This grant supports the ongoing work focusing on the Mississippi community cookbook collection at The University 
of Southern Mississippi, which includes almost 1,000 cookbooks produced by Mississippi churches, woman’s clubs 
and other organizations as fundraising tools. The Brookhaven Cook Book, published in 1904, is the earliest book in the 
collection to date, but the collection is still growing. 
The funding also supports Dr. Haley’s Mississippi Community Cookbook Project, a Digital Humanities Initiative that 
looks at cookbooks for the surprising insights into the ways Mississippians ate and how they thought about their 
hometowns, state and even the world. 
In partnership with University Libraries’ Digital Lab, 98 cookbooks have been digitized and 23 transcriptions (2,418 
pages) completed with 54 currently out for transcription. These will all be added to the Digital Collections for 
researchers to access worldwide. With the transcriptions, researchers are able to search the cookbooks by ingredients 
or recipe authors. The cookbooks are regularly used by researchers, but community members also access them to find 
recipes by family and friends.
MISSISSIPPIANA COLLECTION DEVELOPMENT
Mississippiana and rare books received 2,170 items from 47 donors. 
Most of these donations continue the recent trend of receiving cookbook 
donations, which was initiated two years ago. The cookbook collection 
includes the largest holdings of Mississippi community cookbooks in 
the world, as well as the largest collection of overall cookbooks in the 
state. The cookbook collection has become so extensive that curator 
Jennifer Brannock is working with history professor Andrew P. Haley 
on grant ideas to create a network of institutions collecting cookbooks 
in the Deep South. In addition to donations, Brannock collects items 
that directly pertain to faculty and student scholarship. Some recent 
collecting areas include alien sightings in Mississippi, cults in the Deep 
South, and reproductions of medieval manuscripts.
JUVENILE MISCELLANY, NEWSLETTER 
FROM THE DE GRUMMOND COLLECTION
Juvenile Miscellany was an early 19th century American 
publication catering to children, first published by Lydia 
Maria Child in Boston in 1826. It became popular at a 
time when most publications targeted the wealthy and 
educated and had most often overlooked children as an 
audience. With the advent of The Juvenile Miscellany came 
a celebration of and an emphasis on children’s literature, 
education, illustration and identity. 
When literacy and education of children became a priority 
to publishers, a cultural shift within American society 
occurred. It was for this reason, Lena de Grummond, the 
de Grummond Collection’s first curator, chose to continue 
that tradition with the title of the de Grummond Children’s 
Literature newsletter, beginning with volume 1, number 
1, published in the summer of 1970.  Juvenile Miscellany 
continues to be a biannual publication that features 
stories, illustration and emphasis of children’s publications 
collected here in de Grummond. 
Each year, Special Collections sponsors the Student 
Curator Program, where three students are selected 
to curate one-case exhibits featuring materials from 
the collections. Now in its fifth year, students are able 
to learn valuable information, such as how to select 
items for display, install the materials, write labels and 
exhibit text, and publicize the exhibit. The exhibits 
are displayed in the Cleanth Brooks Reading Room in 
McCain Library and Archives throughout the summer, 
fall and spring semesters.  
Students were scheduled to have their exhibits 
installed by April 1, 2020, until the COVID-19 
pandemic caused the University to close and move to 
online and virtual formats. The student curators will be 
back on campus this fall and are expected to complete 
their exhibits. Information about the exhibits will be 
distributed during the fall semester, and the call for 
2020-21 student curators will be advertised.  
STUDENT CURATOR PROGRAM 2019-20 CURATORS: 
Jay Dees, undergraduate student majoring in music history 
Exhibit: Local composer and former Southern Miss professor  
Luigi Zaninelli 
Abigail Jordon, undergraduate student majoring in English licensure  
Exhibit: Children’s literature featuring ethnically diverse characters 
Billy Loper, graduate student majoring in history 
Exhibit: The Lost Cause and the American Civil War 
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The Ezra Jack Keats Foundation, in partnership with 
the de Grummond Children’s Literature Collection, 
presented the winners of the 2020 Ezra Jack Keats 
Award at a virtual ceremony on June 4, 2020. The 
award ceremony, typically held during the Fay B. 
Kaigler Children’s Book Festival, was cancelled due 
to COVID-19. Each year an outstanding writer and 
illustrator are recognized early in their careers for 
having created an extraordinary children’s book that 
reflects the diverse nature of our culture. 
The 2020 Ezra Jack Keats Award 
winner for Writer is Sydney Smith, for 
Small in the City (illustrated by Sydney 
Smith and published by Neal Porter 
Books, an imprint of Holiday House 
Publishing, Inc.).
Smith said, “Winning the Ezra Jack Keats Award is 
incredibly meaningful. Keats wrote about children and 
their experiences with empathy and inclusivity. The risk 
of writing for children is to be an 
adult telling children what it’s like 
to be a child. Keats has inspired 
many, including myself, to simply 
be a human sharing the wonders of 
the human experience. With Small 
in the City, everyone, children 
and adults, know the feeling 
of being insignificant in a huge 
city surrounded by the chaos, the hustle and intense 
feelings. We don’t give a lot of credit to children for 
their capacity to navigate emotions—their spectrum is 
wider than we acknowledge.”
The 2020 Ezra Jack Keats Award 
winner for Illustrator is Ashleigh 
Corrin, for Layla’s Happiness (written 
by Mariahadessa Ekere Tallie and 
published by Enchanted Lion Books).
“As a first-time illustrator for children’s books, I doubted 
myself. Winning this award serves as affirmation and 
encouragement. What an honor! I have always looked 
to Ezra Jack Keats for artistic inspiration and because 
he celebrated ideas and feelings through the eyes of a 
black child. Sometimes authors and illustrators don’t 
use black characters as the protagonists of their stories 
because they feel identifying with 
a black child will be too difficult 
for a ‘mainstream’ audience. I 
think Keats, and many authors 
and illustrators since, have proven 
this isn’t true. That’s what I hope 
Layla’s Happiness continues to 
prove,” said Corrin. 
2020 EZRA JACK KEATS  
AWARD HONOR WINNERS
WRITER HONOR
• Mariahadessa Ekere Tallie, for Layla’s Happiness 
(illustrated by Ashleigh Corrin, published by 
Enchanted Lion Books)
• Matthew Farina, for Lawrence in the Fall 
(illustrated by Doug Salati, published by Little, Brown 
Books for Young Readers)
ILLUSTRATOR HONOR
• Doug Salati, for Lawrence in the Fall 
(written by Matthew Farina, published by Little, 
Brown Books for Young Readers)
• Zeke Peña, for My Papi Has a Motorcycle 
(written by Isabel Quintero, published by Kokila, an 
imprint of Penguin Random House)
• Kate Read, for One Fox: A Counting Book Thriller 
(written by Kate Read, published by Peachtree 
Publishing Company)
The Ezra Jack Keats Book Award selection committee is comprised of nationally recognized 
early childhood education specialists, librarians, illustrators, authors and experts in children’s 
literature. In January, the committee convened in Pass Christian, Mississippi, to deliberate and 
select the winners. In the months leading up to the deliberations, each committee member 
reads hundreds of books then narrows them down to a select few. 
Each book nominated by the committee is discussed in detail over about a day and a half 
before voting takes place. It is not uncommon for there to be multiple votes, proving how 
much thought and consideration goes into the selection process. 
The 2020 Ezra Jack Keats Award Committee included Rita Auerbach, chair; Claudette McLinn, 
Chris Raschka, Don Tate, Lettycia Terrones, Melissa Sweet, Paul O. Zelinsky, Vaunda Nelson 
and Deborah Taylor. Ex officio members are Deborah Pope, executive director, Ezra Jack 
Keats Foundation; and Ellen Ruffin, curator, de Grummond Children’s Literature Collection.
34TH ANNUAL 
EZRA JACK KEATS AWARDS
COLLECTIONS FEATURED IN ONLINE EXHIBITS
As part of Southern Miss’ Digital 
Humanities Initiative, faculty and staff 
from Special Collections were trained 
on the online exhibition platform, 
Omeka, to further highlight the 
collections. An exhibition on donor Sam 
E. Woods, Sam E. Woods: Diplomat and 
Donor, on business school founding 
dean, The Legacy of Dr. Joseph A. 
Greene, and Ezra Jack Keats Award at 
the de Grummond Children’s Literature 
Collection are currently exhibited.
The Sam E. Woods: Diplomat and Donor exhibit highlights his 
collection, which includes 1,200 books from the 16th-20th 
centuries that focus on religion, history and literature. Woods also 
donated an assortment of vellum manuscripts documenting the 
legal activities of their owners. A mysterious palm leaf manuscript, 
written in Tamil or Malayalam and created in India, illustrates how 
Woods was interested in collecting documents from cultures 
outside Europe. In addition to the remarkable printed and 
manuscript materials, the collection includes artifacts, furniture and 
art from around Europe, including Flemish tapestries from the 18th 
century, a 19th century depiction of a Viking helmet with horns, and 
king and queen chairs that once resided with European royals. 
The Legacy of Dr. Joseph A. Greene drew heavily 
on the papers donated by his family that chronicle 
his early life, military service at Camp Shelby, 
civic activities in Hattiesburg, and his 36-year 
tenure at Southern Miss, during which his efforts 
built opportunities for students through business 
partnerships and obtained accreditation by the 
American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of 
Business (1976) and separate accreditation for the 
School of Accounting (1979). Greene Hall is named 
in his honor. 
The Ezra Jack Keats Award at the de Grummond 
Children’s Literature Collection provides an in-
depth look at the authors, illustrators and books 
that have received the award since 2012, when 
Southern Miss became the co-sponsor of the award. 
It also provides clippings and photos from the Fay 
B. Kaigler Children’s Book Festival during which 
the awards are presented. This is a particularly 
meaningful online exhibit as the festival was 
cancelled for the first time in its 52 years history 
due to the coronavirus. 





CLEANTH BROOKS READING ROOM
reference inquiries
materials (books, document cases, periodicals, maps, vertical files)  
used by patrons
finding aids created in ArchiveSpace
web views, 17,011 web visits and 14,075 unique visits
special events attended by 333 people
HISTORICAL MANUSCRIPTS AND ARCHIVES
historical manuscript collections processed, 187 cubic feet
accessions to historical manuscripts
donors gave 326 items, 39 cubic feet 
retention schedules approved by Mississippi State Records Committee 
records management consultations with faculty and staff 
views to University archives on Internet Archive 
DE GRUMMOND
donors gave 3,081 books 
collections donated
collections processed 
RARE BOOKS AND MISSISSIPPIANA
research consultations with students 
donors gave 2,170  items
















MISSISSIPPI ROADS VISITS DE GRUMMOND COLLECTION
Walt Grayson took viewers on an extraordinary tour of the de Grummond 
Children’s Literature Collection at The University of Southern Mississippi 
in an October 2019 episode of his show, Mississippi Roads. The marvels of 
the collection, which make it one of the premiere collections of children’s 
literature, were highlighted. 
Walt Grayson showcases Mississippi’s unique landmarks, attractions, art, 
history, culture and, of course, people. Mississippi Roads provides viewers an 




John L. Pendergrass, M.D.
John L. Pendergrass, M.D. is a native of Clarksdale, 
Mississippi, and a graduate of Delta State College. 
He received his medical degree from the University 
of Mississippi Medical Center and served in the 
U.S. Air Force as a flight surgeon at Da Nang Air 
Base in Vietnam. He practiced at the Green Eye 
Institute in Hattiesburg from 1975-2019 and is 
known for competing in international triathlons. 
Pendergrass built a significant collection of 
political campaign materials. He donated 
15 glass-topped display boxes filled with 
political campaign pins, pamphlets, political 
correspondence, bumper stickers and yard signs 
pertaining primarily to Mississippi politics, circa 
1890-2016. This collection also contains materials 
on United States Presidential campaigns and 
conventions, including Theodore Roosevelt’s visit 
to Vicksburg in 1907, campaign buttons featuring 
the “Know Mississippi Better Train” dating 
from 1928 and 1930, material from J. Strom 
Thurmond’s 1948 U.S. Presidential campaign, 
and Charles Evers’ Mississippi 
gubernatorial campaign in 1971. 
In 1984, Pendergrass donated 
398 campaign buttons that 
document the Eisenhower/Nixon 
campaign era from 1952 to 1969. 
Pendergrass also donated his collection of 
research and manuscript materials accumulated 
in the course of writing two books regarding 
his athletic competitions: Against the Odds: The 
Adventures of a Man in His Sixties Competing in 
Six of the World’s Toughest Triathlons Across Six 
Continents (2013) and Racing Back to Vietnam: 
A Journey in War and Peace (2017). The latter 
publication is his account of returning to Vietnam 
to compete in an Ironman competition 45 years 
after he served in a United States Air Force 
medical unit. The book recounts his tour of duty, 
which included flying on 54 bombing missions 
in the backseat of an F-4 Phantom jet and his 
reflections upon his return to Vietnam.  
In 1977, Pendergrass was the founding president 
of the Hattiesburg Track Club, and in 2009, he 
donated the club’s records. The club’s first major 
race was the Golden Eagle 20K at Southern Miss. 
Dr. Aubrey Lucas, the University’s president at 
the time of the race, donated the President’s Cup, 
given to the first student to finish, and the City of 
Hattiesburg donated the first-place trophy. The 
club also hosted the first annual Magnolia Classic 
10K, which was one of the largest road races held 
in Mississippi in 1978 with over 200 finishers. 
DONOR PROFILE
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FACULTY AND STAFF PARTNER WITH THE UNIVERSITY
University Libraries’ faculty and staff understand the importance of working in 
partnership with the University to help move the institution forward. From filling 
roles on committees to providing services for the entire University community, 
Libraries’ faculty and staff continue to do their part. 
ALLISA BECK
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access services and 
assessment librarian, 
was selected as 
the recipient of the 
2020 Excellence in 
Librarianship Award by the Faculty Senate 
Awards Committee at The University of 
Southern Mississippi. This award is given 
every other year to a faculty member 
who has significantly contributed in 
the practice of librarianship through 
excellent performance that enhances the 
dissemination of knowledge and through 
the advancement of learning. Mangrum has 
been with University Libraries since October 
of 2008 and in a faculty librarian role since 
2012. She received her MLIS (2011) and EdD 
in higher education administration (2019) 
from The University of Southern Mississippi. 
JENNIFER BRANNOCK 
Jennifer Brannock was 
awarded the 2020 






from the history section of the organization 
recognizes a librarian, library or publisher 
for professional achievement in historical or 
genealogical reference, service or research 
librarianship. Brannock, professor and 
curator of rare books and Mississippiana, 
has worked at The University of Southern 
Mississippi Libraries since 2004. She 
coordinates bibliographic instruction, 
supervises general reference activities, 
coordinates outreach efforts, curates exhibits 
and conducts collection development and 
management activities for Mississippiana, 
rare books and genealogy. 
JENNIFER BRANNOCK
Awards
Reference and User Services Association’s History Section’s 
Genealogy/History Achievement National Award. 
Grants and Scholarship
Librarians Active Learning Institute - Archives and Special 
Collections Scholarship, Darmouth College, $575. 
Digitizing and Transcribing Mississippi Community 
Cookbooks, U.S./U.K. Network on Food and Digital 
Scholarship at The University of Sheffield and the Arts and 
Humanities Research Council, United Kingdom [co-PI with 
Andrew P. Haley], $10,459.
Presentations
Brannock, J. (2020, April). The 1/8 Rule in Mississippi: Using 
Difficult Civil Rights Topics in Class Instruction. Society of 
Mississippi Archivists Annual Meeting. Online. 
Vance-Ali, M, Perkins Smith, J., Brannock, J., Hoffman, J., 
Stuart, L. (2020, March). Ask an Archivist: Preservation 
Roadshow. Annual Meeting of the Mississippi Historical 
Society. Cleveland, MS.
Brannock, J. (2020, February). Who’s That? Mississippi 
Authors You’ve Never Heard Of. Osher Lifelong Learning 
Institute. Hattiesburg, MS. 
Brannock, J., Ruffin, E. (2019, August). Speed Dating with 
Documents: Integrating Special Collections into Your Course. 




University Libraries Staff Excellence Award
XIAOJIE DUAN
Presentations
Duan, X., & Duan, X. (2019) Are we ok to study cataloging 
online? How Chinese students feel of using open textbooks 
for online cataloging classes. Chinese American Librarians 
Association Annual Conference. Washington, DC.
Publications
Duan, X. (2019). Know your international user behind the 
screen: A conversation among Chinese students and librarians 
regarding virtual reference services (VRS). International 
Journal of Librarianship, 4(2), 34-75.
JUSTIN EASTERDAY
Presentations
Easterday, J. M., McCormack, E. G., Stanfield, J. K., Shaw, J., 
Beck, A., Ullendorf, J., Griffith, B. (2020, April). The Academic 
Library of Today. National Library Week Lunch and Learn at 
the University Association of Office Professionals Meeting. 
Long Beach, MS.
Shaw, J. M., Zelner, T., Stanfield, J. K., Easterday, J. M. 
(2019, October). Workshops that Work. 45th International 
Association of Marine Science Libraries and Information 
Centers Annual Conference, International Association of 
Marine Science Libraries and Information Centers, University 
of Texas--Austin Marine Science Institute. Port Aransas, TX. 
Easterday, J. M., Stanfield, J. K. (2019, October). Collaboration 
Application Using Citation. Mississippi Library Association 
Annual Conference. Jackson, MS. 
Stanfield, J. K., Easterday, J. M., Beck, Allisa. (2019, August). 
What University Libraries can do for You. Presented at Faculty 




Frasier-Robinson, M. M., Black, H. J., Mangrum, S., Englert, 
T., New, K., Phillips, N. (2019, August). Library Services and 
Resources for Faculty. Presented at Faculty First Week at The 
University of Southern Mississippi. Hattiesburg, MS. 
MICHELE FRASIER-ROBINSON
Presentations
Frasier-Robinson, M. (2019, October). A Natural Fit: 
Librarians and Open Educational Resources. Mississippi 
Library Association Annual Conference. Jackson, MS..
Frasier-Robinson, M. M., Black, H. J., Mangrum, S., Englert, 
T., New, K., Phillips, N. (2019, August). Library Services and 
Resources for Faculty. Presented at Faculty First Week at The 
University of Southern Mississippi. Hattiesburg, MS. 
LINDA GINN
Publications
Ginn, L. (2020). Book Review: The Mississippi Gulf Coast, by 
Timothy T. Isbell (No. 4 ed., vol. Vol. 82, pp. 87). Mississippi 
Library Association.
Ginn, L. (2019). Book Review: Discovering Cat Island: 
Photographs and History, by John Cuevas (No. 3 (Fall 2019) 
ed., vol. Vol. 82, pp. 70). Mississippi Library Association.
ALLISA BECK
Presentations
Stanfield, J. K., Easterday, J. M., Beck, Allisa. (2019, August). What 
University Libraries can do for You. Presented at Faculty first 
Week at The University of Southern Mississippi. Long Beach, MS.   
Easterday, J. M., McCormack, E. G., Stanfield, J. K., Shaw, J., Beck, 
A., Ullendorf, J., Griffith, B. (2020, April). The Academic Library of 
Today. National Library Week Lunch and Learn at the University 
Association of Office Professionals Meeting. Long Beach, MS.
HALI BLACK
Grants and Scholarship
New, K. (COPI), Black, H. J. (COPI), “Friend of the University 
Libraries Grant,” Sponsored by Friends of the University 
Libraries, The University of Southern Mississippi, $1,300.00.
Presentations
Black, H. J., New, K. (2019, November) Escape the Lecture: 
Implementing Game-based Learning. Louisiana Virtual Academic 
Library Conference, Louisiana Library Association (LLA) 
Academic Section and Louisiana Chapter of the Association 
of College and Research Libraries (ACRL-LA). Online/ Virtual 
Conference.
New, K., and Black, H. (2019, October). Escape the Classroom: 
Implementing Game-based Learning. Mississippi Library 
Association Annual Conference. Jackson, MS. 
New, K., and Black, H. (2019, August). Escape the Classroom: 
Implementing Game-based Learning. Presented at Faculty First 
Week at The University of Southern Mississippi. Hattiesburg, MS. 
Frasier-Robinson, M. M., Black, H. J., Mangrum, S., Englert, 
T., New, K., Phillips, N. (2019, August). Library Services and 
Resources for Faculty. Presented at Faculty First Week at The 
University of Southern Mississippi. Hattiesburg, MS. 
Publications
Black, H. J. (2020). Book Review: Demystifying Online Instruction 
in Libraries: People, Process, and Tools. Against the Grain, 
Reader’s Roundup: Monographic Musings & Reference Reviews 
(Column), vol. 32. 
Black, H. J. (2019). Book Review: How We Bury Our Dead., vol. 82, 
pp. 23-24. Mississippi Libraries.
AWARDS, PRESENTATIONS 
AND PUBLICATIONS
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SARAH MANGRUM
Awards
University Excellence in Librarianship, Faculty Senate Awards 
Committee, The University of Southern Mississippi, March 2020.
Presentations
Mangrum, S. (2019, November). Student and staff 
perceptions of university library usage: Comparing reality to 
interpretation of space usage. Poster presented at the Access 
Services Conference. Atlanta, GA.
Publications
Mangrum, S. & Foster, H. (2020) Student and staff 
perceptions of university library usage: Comparing reality to 
interpretation of space usage. The Journal of Access Services, 
17(3), 130-143. 
Mangrum, S., Greer, T., & Foster, H. (under contract). Mercer 
University and the Georgia Baptist Convention. In Persistence 
through Peril: Episodes of College Life and Academic 




New, K. (COPI), Black, H. J. (COPI), “Friend of the University 
Libraries Grant,” Sponsored by Friends of the University 
Libraries, The University of Southern Mississippi, $1,300.00.
Presentations
New, K., and Black, H. (2019, October). Escape the Classroom: 
Implementing Game-based Learning. Mississippi Library 
Association Annual Conference. Jackson, MS.
New, K., and Black, H. (2019, August). Escape the Classroom: 
Implementing Game-based Learning. Presented at Faculty 
First Week at The University of Southern Mississippi. 
Hattiesburg, MS.
Frasier-Robinson, M. M., Black, H. J., Mangrum, S., Englert, 
T., New, K., Phillips, N. (2019, August). Library Services and 
Resources for Faculty. Presented at Faculty First Week at The 
University of Southern Mississippi. Hattiesburg, MS.
Publications
New, K. (2020). Book Review: Jeffersonians in power: the 
rhetoric of opposition meets the realities of governing, ed. 
by Joanne B. Freeman and Johann N. Neem. Virginia, 2019. 
(7th ed., vol. 57). Middletown, CT/ACRL:. http://www.
choiceconnect.org/review/magprint/217314
New, K. (2019). Spillers, C. Book Review: Whirlwind: A Frank 
Marsh Novel United States of America by Charlie Spillers. (2nd 
ed., vol. 8, pp. 39).
New, K. (2019). Book Review: Landing on the edge of eternity: 
twenty-four hours at Omaha Beach by Robert Kershaw. 
Pegasus Books, 2018. 376p.
NADINE PHILLIPS
Presentations
Frasier-Robinson, M. M., Black, H. J., Mangrum, S., Englert, 
T., New, K., Phillips, N. (2019, August). Library Services and 
Resources for Faculty. Presented at Faculty First Week at The 
University of Southern Mississippi. Hattiesburg, MS.
ELLEN RUFFIN
Presentations
Ruffin, E. H. (2020, June). 34th Annual Ezra Jack Keats Award. 
Ezra Jack Keats Virtual Award Presentation with The Ezra Jack 
Keats Foundation. Brooklyn, NY.
Brannock, J., Ruffin, E. (2019, August). Speed Dating with 
Documents: Integrating Special Collections into Your Course. 
Faculty First Week at The University of Southern Mississippi. 
Hattiesburg, MS.
Ruffin, E. H. (2020, March). What IS the de Grummond 
Children’s Literature Collection?  Presented to Osher 
Lifelong Learning Center at McCain Library and Archives. 
Hattiesburg, MS.
Ruffin, E. H. (2019, November). One Woman’s Vision: The de 
Grummond Collection 53 Years Later. The Little Garden Club. 
Laurel, MS. 
Ruffin, E. H. (2019, October). One Woman’s Vision: The de 
Grummond Collection 53 Years Later. Original Home and 
Garden Club. Hattiesburg, MS.
Publications 
Ruffin, E. H. (2019). A Superhero...in Person: Dav Pilkey’s 
Remarkable Visit and Message. Children and Libraries: The 




North Bay Civitan Club, Volunteer Service Appreciation Award
Presentations
Shaw, J. M. (2020,  January). Connecting Humor and Science: 
A Force for Change? 23rd Atmospheric Science Librarians 
International Conference. Boston, MA.
Shaw, J. M. (2019, October). Building a Successful Partnership: 
Gulf Coast Research Laboratory Publications and Aquila. 
Association of Marine Science Libraries and Information 
Centers. Port Aransas, TX.
Shaw, J. M., Zelner, T., Stanfield, J., Easterday, J. (2019, 
October). Workshops that Work. 45th International 
Association of Marine Science Libraries and Information 
Centers Annual Conference. Port Aransas, TX.
Shaw, J.M., McCormack, E., J. Stanfield, J., Easterday, J., Smith, 
B., Ullendorf, J. (2020, April). The Modern Academic Library. 
Association of Office Professionals Southern Miss Gulf Park 
Campus Lunch and Learn. Long Beach, MS. 
Shaw, J. M. (2020, April). Atmospheric Science Librarians 
International: Annual Conference Update. SAIL Annual 
Conference. Virtual Conference.
Shaw, J.M. and Jordan, A. (2020, April). The Deepwater 
Horizon Oil Spill, The Gulf Coast Research Laboratory and 
Mississippi Alabama Sea Grant Consortium: 10 Years of 
Science and Sustainability. SAIL Annual Conference.  
Virtual Conference.  
Shaw, J. M. (2020). The Not-So-Serious Side of Science: 
Dopeia. Mississippi Chapter of the American Fisheries Society 
Annual Meeting. Gulfport, MS.
Shaw, J. M. (2019, August). The Changing Landscape of 
Scholarly Publishing. The University of Southern Mississippi 
Gulf Coast Faculty First Week. Long Beach, MS.
JAMIE STANFIELD
Presentations
Easterday, J. M., McCormack, E. G., Stanfield, J. K., Shaw, J., 
Beck, A., Ullendorf, J., Griffith, B. (2020, April). The Academic 
Library of Today. National Library Week Lunch and Learn, USM 
Association of Office Professionals. Long Beach, MS.
Stanfield, J. K. (2020,  January). Making it Work: Accessibility in 
Libraries, Graphic Medicine and Health Literacy. Presented to 
Mississippi Gulf Coast Community College. Gulfport, MS.
Easterday, J. M., Stanfield, J. K. (2019, October). Collaboration 
Application Using Citation. Mississippi Library Association 
Annual Conference. Jackson, MS.
Shaw, J. M., Zelner, T., Stanfield, J. K., Easterday, J. M. 
Workshops that Work. 45th International Association of 
Marine Science Libraries and Information Centers Annual 
Conference, International Association of Marine Science 
Libraries and Information Centers, University of Texas at 
Austin, Marine Science Institute. Port Aransas, TX.
Publications
Stanfield, J. K., Cantu, J., Roberts, J. D. (2020). The Butterflies 
Flutter by at The University of Southern Mississippi’s Gulf Park 
Campus Colossal Waystation. Mississippi Libraries, 83(1).
Easterday, J. M., Stanfield, J. K. (2019). Collaboration 
Application with Citation. Mississippi Libraries, 82(4), 80-82.   
Stanfield, J. K. (2020). Making it Work: Accessibility in the 




Stuart, L. (2019,  July). Instruction for Archives and Research 
assignment on organizational ethics. Hattiesburg, MS.
Stuart, L. (2019, August). Why the AAUP Matters. Faculty First 
Week at The University of Southern Mississippi. Hattiesburg, MS.
Stuart, L. (2020, March). Ask an Archivist: Preservation 
Roadshow. Mississippi Historical Society Annual Meeting, 
Delta State University. Cleveland, MS.
Publications 
Stuart, L. A. (Ed.), Economic Considerations for Archives, 
Libraries and Museums. London: Routledge.
Stuart, L. A. Advocacy. Museum Archives (Third ed.). Chicago, 
Illinois: Society of American Archivists.
TISHA ZELNER
Presentations
Shaw, J. M., Zelner, T., Stanfield, J., Easterday, J. (2019, 
October). Workshops that Work. 45th International 
Association of Marine Science Libraries and Information 
Centers Annual Conference. Port Aransas, TX.
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